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ABSTRACT
We have established a neural network to quickly deduce optical properties of tissue slabs from
the diffuse reflectance distribution. Diffusion theory based on multiple image sources mirrored about
the two extrapolated boundaries is used to prepare the training and testing sets for the neural
network. The neural network is trained using backpropagation with the conjugate gradient method.
Once the neural network is trained, it is able to deduce optical properties of tissues within on the
order of a millisecond. The range of the tissue optical properties that is covered by our neural
network is 0.01-2 cm1 for absorption coefficient, 5-25 cm1 for reduced scattering coefficient, and
0.001-1 cm for tissue thickness. A separate network is also trained for thick tissue slabs. A simple
experimental setup applying the trained neural network is designed to measure tissue optical
properties quickly.
INTRODUCTION
When lasers are used for diagnosis or for therapy of disease, it is important to know the tissue
optical properties. The many traditional methods of measuring these optical properties use
integrating spheres,1'2 optical-fiber bundles,3 charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras,4 time-resolved
reflectance,57 photon-density waves,8'9 and photo-acoustic waves.'0 Each method has both
advantages and disadvantages.
The method of using integrating spheres,1'2 considered the gold standard for in vitro
measurement, gives reasonably reliable results when it is carefully performed. The most common
source or error results from the lateral loss of light through the tissue slab sandwiched with two glass
slides and from the light bouncing from the sphere wall back into the tissue. The lateral loss is
determined by the port size of the integrating sphere and the optical properties of the tissue. The
inverse problem of finding the optical properties of the tissue from the measurement is very slow
and/or complicated. When the fast adding-doubling method is used to solve the inverse problem,
correction factors have to be used to account for the light loss. When the slow Monte Carlo method is
used to solve the inverse problem, hours of work are required.
The traditional methods of using optical-fiber bundles3 and CCD cameras4 measure the spatial
distribution of diffuse reflectance. Then, nonlinear least-squares fit is used to extract the optical
properties of tissues based on the diffusion theory for infinitely thick tissue slabs. The diffusion
theory is much faster than Monte Carlo simulations but is limited to simple geometries.
Time-resolved diffuse reflectance57 can be used to accurately measure the absorption
coefficient of a semi-infinite medium because the tail of the signal after a sufficiently long time relies
primarily on the absorption coefficient. This method can even be used to measure the optical
properties of a thick tissue layer underlying a thin tissue layer. The diffuse reflectance will depend
more on the bottom layer than on the upper layer as time 1 and the slope of the tail of the
diffuse reflectance is primarily determined by the optical properties of the bottom layer. However,
this approach requires expensive ultrashort lasers (<1 picosecond pulse width) and fast detectors.
The equivalent of the time-resolved approach in the frequency domain, photon-density wave
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measurements,8'9 is a cheaper alternative. This technique is currently limited to semi-infinite media.
Photo-acoustic waves'0 can be used to measure the effective attenuation coefficient of a semi-
infinite tissue very easily and to measure the thickness of each layer in multilayered tissues. Instead of
measuring the light escaping from the tissue, this technique measures the light-induced acoustic waves
emitted from inside the tissue and may have the potential for use in tissue imaging. However, the
inverse algorithm to deduce the tissue optical properties can be complicated.
The neural network approach of measuring optical properties of tissue has been recently
introduced by Farrell et al.12 They have established a neural network to deduce the optical
properties of semi-infinite tissues. Kienle et al13 and our group have independently and
simultaneously presented a neural network approach for tissue slabs. They measure the light
transmittance through a tissue slab that has a fixed thickness and then deduce the absorption
coefficient and the reduced scattering coefficient of the tissue slab. We measure the diffuse
reflectance from a tissue slab with a variable thickness between 10 im and 1 cm and deduce the
optical properties of the tissue from the diffuse reflectance. A simple experimental setup is
subsequently presented in this paper. The most salient feature of the neural network approach is that
once the network is trained, it can deduce the optical properties of tissues in real time (on the order of
a miffisecond).
METHODS
A neural network is used to deduce the optical properties of a tissue slab from the spatially
resolved diffuse reflectance. The neural network requires training with examples, which are pairs of
diffuse reflectance and the corresponding optical properties. Monte Carlo simulations would be the
ideal tool to prepare the example set if it were faster. We use the diffusion theory to prepare the
example set, being careful to avoid the region where the diffusion theory fails.
The optical properties that we want to measure are the absorption coefficient (jta) and the
reduced scattering coefficient '). Two related coefficients are the transport interaction coefficient
(J.tt') and the effective attenuation coefficient (p), which are respectively expressed by the following
relationship:
I.tt'=JJa+t.ts' (1)
and
1eff[31a1t'. (2)
The inverse of the transport interaction coefficient is defined as one transport mean free path (mfp' =
1/1t).
DIFFUSION THEORY
Diffusion theories for semi-infinite tissues have been presented 14 In this paper, we
extend the diffusion theory for tissue slabs. An infinitely narrow laser beam (pencil beam) is incident
upon a tissue slab whose optical properties are refractive index n, j.t', and thickness d. The pencil
beam is approximated by an isotropic point source that is 1 mfp' below the tissue surface.
A cylindrical coordinate system is set up, where the z axis originates on the top tissue surface
and points downward perpendicularly to the tissue surface. In this cylindrical coordinate system, the
fluence caused by an isotropic point source at z = z in an otherwise infinite medium has been
analytically solved, i.e.,
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1 exp(—iffp) (3)(z,r,zs)=4D p
where z and r are the cylindrical coordinates of the observation point and p is the distance between
the observation point and the source, i.e.,
p = '.J(z— z)2 + r2, (4)
andD is the diffusion constant,
D = 11(3 pr'). (5)
Since we are interested in the reflectance on the top tissue surface, the contribution of this
isotropic point source is
zs (1 + p) exp(— -kff p) (6)
J(z=O,r,z)=D z=0 4icp3
The transmittance on the bottom tissue surface can be computed similarly.
To compute the fluence caused by an isotropic point source in a tissue slab based on Eq. (3),
we need to convert the slab into an infinite medium by satisfying the boundary condition with an array
of image sources. Since the fluence on the two real boundaries is not zero, two extrapolated virtual
boundaries where the fluence is approximately zero are used. The two virtual boundaries are the
distance z away from the tissue surfaces, where z is
zb=2AD, (7)
where A is related to the internal reflection r1. When the boundary has matched refractive indices,
A = 1 ; otherwise, A can be estimated by
A=(1 +r)/(1—r), (8)
where
r1 = —1.440 nrel2 + 0.710 nrel1 + 0.668 + 0.0636 re1, (9)
where nrel is the relative refractive index of the tissue.15
Fig. 1 shows the positions of the original isotropic point source and its image sources about the
two virtual boundaries. Each mirroring changes the sign of the point source. The z coordinate of ith
positive or negative image source is
zj(±) = —z + i (d + 2zb) (z + zb) . (10)
Once theses image sources are used, the boundary condition is approximately satisfied, and hence the
true boundaries can be removed. The problem is converted into an array of isotropic sources of both
signs in an infinite medium. A linear combination of Eq. (3) for different source positions will,
therefore, yield the fluence of the isotropic point source in the original tissue slab, and a linear
combination of Eq. (6) for different source positions will yield the reflectance.
Results of our method computing the diffuse reflectance and transmittance are compared with
those computed by the Monte Carlo method16 in Fig. 2, in which the Monte Carlo simulation results
are considered accurate. Although the number of image sources is infinite, the series is truncated after
four pairs of sources. For the diffuse reflectance, the diffusion theory is accurate only after r is beyond
a couple of mfp'. For the diffuse transmittance, the diffusion theory seems to be accurate even for
small r values, but the Monte Carlo simulation result is too noisy to permit a definitive conclusion.
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Fig. 1 . Distribution of the image sources for a tissue slab. The original isotropic point source
is z = 1 mfp' below the tissue surface.
Various optical properties and tissue thicknesses have been used to compute the diffuse
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Fig. 2 . (a) Diffuse reflectance and (b) diffuse transmittance of a pencil beam incident upon a
tissue slab are computed with the diffusion theory and compared with the Monte Carlo
simulation. The slab thickness is 1 cm, and the optical properties of the tissue are refractive
index nrel 1.37, a = 0. cm1, and p' = 10 cm1.
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reflectance and transmittance. We have found that the following conditions must be satisfied to
assure the accuracy of the diffusion theory for tissue slabs:
Pa<<Ps (11)
and
d4mfp'. (12)
NEURAL NETWORK
A neural network is essentially a nonlinear matrix operator that converts the input to the
output. In our particular application, the input is the diffuse reflectance as a function of r, and the
output is the optical properties of tissues. The optical properties that we want to measure are p and
P-s' . It is noticed that the slope of ln[R(r) r2] vs. r for a semi-infinite medium is approximately 3teff
when r is sufficiently large.12 Therefore, it is advantageous to use ln[R(r) r2] at different r positions as
the input to the neural network and 1ff as one of the outputs.
Because the diffuse reflectance R(r) computed with the diffusion theory becomes valid only for
r  mfp', the data at r < mfp' will not be used and we choose an r range from rj to rmax for the input
of the neural network. Because we will measure only the relative values of R(r) in the experiment, we
normalize R(r) by R(rmj). Therefore, the input to the neural network is ln[r2 R(r)/R(rmm)]. The two
outputs of the neural network are chosen to be teff and pt' (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 . Illustration of the neural
network. In this example, five
input cells, four hidden cells, and
two output cells are used. The
JLeff input to the neural network is
ln[r2 R(r)/R(r)] at five different
radial positions. The output is 1ff
and p-t'.
PIP
A range of optical properties and tissue thicknesses are chosen for the neural network. Diffuse
reflectances for different optical properties and slab thickness are computed at given radial positions
with the diffusion theory. They are prepared in the format that the neural network accepts and are
then used as the training examples. The two optical propertiesfor the outputs of the neural network
are scaled to fit in the range 0.1 to 1. A public domain program is used to train the neural network.17
The backpropagation with the conjugate gradient algorithm is selected to minimize the error.
RESULTS
We have established a neural network to deduce optical properties of tissue slabs. The optical
properties of the tissues are refractive index nrc! = 1 .37 , = 0.01-2 cm , and p' = 5-25 cm , and
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the thicknesses are d = 0.001-1 cm. The radial positions are 9 points evenly distributed between r =
0.2-1.5 cm. The neural network has 9 input cells, 10 hidden cells, and 2 output cells. The tissue
thickness is not used as input information to the neural network, and the neural network is able to
deduce the optical properties without this information. This feature makes the experiment of
measuring optical properties very convenient.
After the neural network is trained, it is tested with multiple pairs of diffuse reflectance and
the corresponding known optical properties. When the diffuse reflectance is fed into the neural
network, the output values of the neural network are compared with the known exact optical
properties to evaluate the error of the neural network (Fig. 4). If the neural network output values are
exactly the same as the exact values, then all data points in the figure should be on the diagonal line.
Data points offset from the diagonal line indicates a discrepancy between the neural network output
values and the correct values. Most data points are within the error zone with respect to the
expected output values of the neural network except for those points in the low tfj region (circled fri
Fig. 4a). Both the rms error of outside of the effipse in Fig. 4a and the rms error of the are less
than 5% . Based on the speed of the testing on a Sun SPARCstation 10 computer, it is estimated that
the neural network is able to deduce the optical properties of tissues within on the order of a
millisecond.
0.388 1en[cm1] 12.7 i; [cm1] 12.7
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Fig. 4. The testing results of the neural network for tissue slabs, in which the target output is
the known exact optical properties and the network output is from the network when the
diffuse reflectance is fed into the neural network.
We have also set up a neural network to deduce optical properties of semi-infinite tissues. The
optical properties of the tissues are refractive index nrel 1 .37,
.La O.0052.5 cm1, and i' = 5-20
cm1 . The input to the neural network is ln[r2 R(r)/R(O)] at 8 radial positions that are evenly
distributed between r = 0.1-2 cm. The neural network has eight input cells, nine hidden cells, and two
output cells. The testing results are shown in Fig. 5. Most data points are within the error
zone except for those in the circles that have low jiff and sit'. The rms error for both the outputs of
the neural network excluding the circled regions is 3% . Note that the output values of this neural
network are scaled to the range of 0- 1 instead of 0. 1 -1.
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Fig. 5. The testing results of the neural network for semi-infinite tissues.
DISCUSSION
The neural network has proven to be a
very quick and simple approach to measuring
optical properties of tissues. All we need from
the experiment is the diffuse reflectance as a
function of the radial position. A simple CCD
camera-based experimental setup modified from
our previous version4 is shown in Fig. 6. A
tissue sample is laid on top of an absorbing base.
A collimated laser beam is directed onto the top
tissue surface. The diffuse reflectance pattern is
collected by the CCD camera and transferred to
a computer. The computer prepares the diffuse
reflectance in the correct format for the trained
neural network, and the neural network yields
the effective attenuation coefficient te and the
transport interaction coefficient ji'. The
computer then converts ff and t' into and
Jis.
Fig. 6. The experimental setup (not drawn to
scale) to be used to measure the diffuse
reflectance as a function of the radial position.
The beam splitter is used to align the optical axes
of the laser beam and the CCD camera.
The reason we use an absorbing base to support the tissue slab is to absorb all the transmitted
light, otherwise the transmitted light that is reflected back into the tissue slab will complicate the
computation of optical properties. Because the neural network does not require the use of tissue
thickness as input, it is not necessary measure the thickness of the tissue slab provided that the tissue
thickness is within the range of specification of the neural network. For the neural network presented
here, the thickness has to be between 10 p.m and 1 cm.
Once the setup is aligned, only one line of pixels on the CCD camera need to be quickly
transferred to the computer. It takes the computer on the order of only one millisecond to deduce the
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optical properties of tissues using the neural network. Therefore, the setup can measure optical
properties of tissues in real time. A plug-in hardware card can be added to the computer to
implement the neural network to further enhance the speed.
The application of this setup is potentially diverse. Besides measuring optical properties of
tissues in slab geometry, it can be extended to measure optical properties of semi-infinite tissues by
replacing the neural network. Heating the tissue samples will allow measurement of the optical
properties as a function of temperature, the optical properties of the heated tissues are believed to be
important data for photo-thermal applications of lasers.
In summary, we believe the neural network approach will provide a quick and simple tool for
measuring the optical properties of tissues.
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